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In 1928 Schreier and Van der Waerden initiated the &morphism theory 
of the classical groups by determining the isomorphisms of the linear groups 
I?%&(Y). Dieudonne, Rickart, Artin, Steinberg, and others extended the 
theor~i to the other classical groups in the 1950’s. efer to Chapitre IV of [S] 
for the state of the problem and its solution up to that time. 
New methods have since been developed which have not only solved many 
of the original problems but in fact have extended the theory to much larger 
classes of groups. Decisive are the following developments: In 1968 Bore1 and 
Tits [1,2, 31 began to develop a homomorphism and &morphism theory 
for a very wide class of groups using the theory of algebraic groups Their 
results are related to the classical groups, roughly to the linear groups and 
the cases of “positive Witt index,” i.e., the isotropic cases. Also in 1968, 
O’Meara [9-ll] introduced his residual space techniques. He determined 
the automorphisms of the groups Q,(V), the linear congruence groups over 
Dedekind domains and the orthogonal congruence groups over certain 
arithmetic domains. For a summary of the Borel-Tits-O’Meara results refer 
to [15]. 
Solazzi in a series of five papers extended the method of B’lKeara and found 
the automorphisms of the linear, symplectic and unitary congruence groups 
for Witt index > 3, over integral domains, For domains of characteristic 
not 2, he investigates the isomorphisms between these groups but only shows 
that groups of distinct “type” (e.g., respectively linear and symplectic 
congruence groups) cannot be isomorphic. Refer to [lb]. 
In this paper we extend O’,Meara’s residual space method to present a 
uniform isomorphism theory of certain subgroups of the isometry and 
x ‘The theory presented in this paper is based on the author’s Ph.D. thesis at the 
University of Notre Dame, 1970. The work was supported by the National Science 
Foundation under Postdoctoral Fellowship 40019. 
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projective isometry groups of reflexive spaces. Among new results are the 
following applications of the theory: An isomorphism theory for the linear, 
symplectic, and unitary congruence groups (and their projective analogs) 
over integral domains (in the unitary case restriction to arithmetic domains 
is necessary)-independent of ring characteristic, Witt index, and group 
“type” considerations. An isomorphism theory for the unitary, special 
unitary and the corresponding projective groups for spaces of arbitrary Witt 
index over fields of arbitrary characteristic. 
The orthogonal groups, their congruence subgroups and their projective 
groups are not included here. The theory will be extended to these groups 
(over fields and arithmetic domains) in a subsequent paper, using a refinement 
of the methods found here and in [9] and [lo]. 
This paper is structured as follows: Section 1 presents the fundamental 
concepts such as linear and regular reflexive spaces, the isometry group 1J V), 
residual spaces and shearings. Section 2 introduces the projective isometry 
group P&(V) and studies subgroups of P1J V) with a certain property which 
we call property P for present descriptive purposes. Property P is defined 
in 2.8. Sections 3 and 4 study the isomorphisms between any two groups with 
property P, culminating in the following theorem (4.7): Let V, be an n-dimen- 
sional linear or regular reflexive space with n > 5 and let d, be a subgroup of 
P&(1/1) with property P. Similarly, let Va be an m-dimensional linear or 
regular reflexive space with m 2 5 and let d, be a subgroup of P&(V,) with 
property P. Suppose -/I: Q, + d, is an isomorphism. Then, 
(1) If Vi is linear, then V, is linear and there exists a unique Gg: 
PGL,( Vi) + PGL,(VJ or a unique ph: PGL,(Vl) -+ PGL,( V,), such that 
(1 = G&O, or fl = FJd, but not both, and 
(2) If V, is regular, then V, is regular and there exists a unique Gg: 
PGL,(V,) + PGL,( V,) such that Gg/PIn(Vl): Pl,( VI) -+ P&J V,) is an 
isomorphism and fl = Gg/O, . Th e semilinear isomorphism g from V, onto 
V, and the associated field isomorphism p from Fl onto Fz further satisfy: 
(i) There exists 01 spa such that p,(gx, gy) = 01qr(x, y)” for all x and y 
in VI, and (ii) *a = p . *r . p- r. Concluding Section 4 is Theorem 4.8, the 
nonprojective analog of Theorem 4.7. Section 5 finally, lists series of 
examples of groups which satisfy property P. 
1. BASIC CONCEPTS AND NOTATION 
If a: is an element of a set, we often denote the subset {a> by a. For any 
additive group G we let G = G - {e), w h ere e is the additive identity of G. 
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A. Reflexive Spaces and Their Isometry Groups 
Let V be a finite dimensional vector space aver an arbitrary commutative 
field F. Let * be a field automorphism of F. A reflexive form q on V with 
respect to the automorphism c is a mapping 
with the following properties: 
(1) 4(x, Y + 4 = 4(x, Y) + 4(x, 4, 
(4 4(x + Y, 4 = 4% 4 + 4(Y, 4, 
(3) cl!% PY) = “P”& Y>, 
(4) 4(x, Yj = Q -3 4(Y, 4 = 0, 
for all x, y and z in V and all a: and j3 inI? Note in particular that q: Y x V -+F 
defined by q(x, y) = 0 for all x and y in V is a reflexive form on V with 
respect to any automorphism of E: 
A finite dimensional vector space over a commutative field supplied with 
a reflexive form is called a reflexive space. Throughout this paper, whenever 
V is a reflexive space, we automatically denote by F, *, and q, the underlying 
field, its automorphism, and the reflexive form, respectively. Hf Vi is a reflexive 
space, then & , *i and qi will have analogous meaning. 
For the remainder of Section IA, we let V be an n-dimensional reflexive 
space with subspaces U and PV. 
We define the subspace UL of V and the subspace ad U of U, by the 
equations U’- = (x E V 1 q(x, U) = 0) and Rad U = U n UL. If _C UL 
and V = U @ IV, we write V = U J- W. We say that the subspaee U is 
regular + Rad U = 0. We call U totally degenerate u Rad U = U. If U 
is a line of 17, we call U isotropic + U is totally degenerate; and we cali U 
anisotropic + U is regular. 
We will use, often without reference, basic known results about reflexive 
spaces. ‘These may be found, for example, in Chapitre 4 of 151, or in Sections 
1-6 of [4], Recall in particular the following facts: If V = Rad V i Lithen hi 
is regular. If Vis regular and Uis any subspace of V, then dim U+dim U”=n 
and ULL = U. If V is regular and U is any regular subspace of V? then 
V = U i U’. Finally, if V is regular and U is any totally degenerate 
subspace of V, then dim U < $a. 
We define the isometry group In(V) of I/ by the equation I,(V) = 
+ E ~LPj i 4@, 0~) = 4(x, Y) f or all x and y in V). We denote by I&(V) 
the group of scalar transformations of GL,( V). So R&(V) = (oil V / 01 E P), 
Note that u E RL,( V) o (J E G&(Y) and uL = L for all lines L in EC If V 
is not totally degenerate it is easily seen that I,(V) f~ .WL,( 5’) = (oil V / 01 E P 
and CXX* = 11. For any 01~6’ and Q E GL,(V), we define (VU by LXCT = al V~e 
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Suppose V = U @ W. Let or E GL( U) and aa E GL(W). The element 
err @ os and the group GL( V) @ GL(W) have the obvious definitions. 
Suppose V = U 1 W. Let u1 EI(U) and ~a EI( W). The element o1 _L az 
and the group I(U) 1 I(W) are again defined in the obvious way. 
We call the reflexive space V linear + 4(x, y) = 0 for all x and y in V. 
So V is linear o I’ is totally degenerate. If V is linear then clearly 1,(V) = 
G-U V>. 
Suppose V is a regular reflexive space. We call V alternating * q(x, x) = 0 
for all x in V. So V is alternating o all lines of V are isotropic. Note that if V 
is alternating, then q( y, X) = --q(x, y) for all x and y in I/ and * = 1,. 
We say that V is Hermitian -+ q( y, X) = q(x, y)* for all x and y in V. 
Finally, we say that V is anisotropic * all lines of V are anisotropic, and we 
say that V is isotropic o V is not anisotropic. 
Now suppose that V is a linear or regular reflexive space. Denote by V’ 
the dual space of V. We can make V’ into a reflexive space in a canonical way. 
If V is linear, we make V into a linear reflexive space with associated field 
automorphism *, in the trivial way. Suppose V is regular. Refer to Section 5, 
Chapitre I of [Sj. The form 4 determines in a canonical way a semilinear 
isomorphism f: V -+ V’ with respect to the automorphism * of F. The map 
f-1 determines in a natural way a reflexive form 4’ on V’ with respect to *. 
It is easily seen that V’ supplied with q’ is a regular reflexive space. 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we restrict our considerations 
primarily to linear and regular reflexive spaces. If Y (or Vi) is a linear or 
regular reflexive space, we automatically assume that V’ (or V,‘) has been 
made into a linear or regular reflexive space in the manner indicated above. 
B. Residual Spaces, Fixed Spaces, and Shearings 
Throughout Section lB, we let V be an n-dimensional linear or regular 
reflexive space. If additional assumptions about V are necessary, they are 
listed in the propositions themselves. 
We start by reviewing the following concepts developed by O’Meara in [ 111. 
For (T E GL,( V), the residual space, denoted by R, and the fixed space, 
denoted by P, are defined by R = (u - lv)V and P = ker(o - 1 V). We 
clearly have OR = R, aP = P, and dim R + dim P = n. The residual index 
res a is defined to be equal to dim R. Note that Q and u-l have the same 
residual spaces, the same fixed spaces, and the same residual indices. 
CONVENTION 1. Unless otherwise specified, we adopt the following 
convention: Whenever (T E GL,( V) is under consideration, R will automatically 
denote the residual space of cr and P will automatically refer to the fixed space 
of CT. Also, Ri and Pi for cri , R’ and P’ for .Z, and R,’ and Pi’ for ,Zi , will have 
analogous meaning. 
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ropositions 1.1-1.8 are all from O’Meara [l 11, 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let crl and u2 be in 6%,(V), and pact 0 = u102 f Then 
R c 22, i R, , P 2 PI f”? Pz and res u < res aI + res 5’7 ~ 
PRomsITIox 1.2. Let u1 and (rz be i?z GL,(V) and put CT = 0102 . T&a 
(i) U = PI + Pz 3 R = R, + R, and 
(ii) R, n 42, = 0 * P = PI n P2. 
PROPOSrTION 1.3. Let o and Z be in GL,( V). Thea the residual a~d~~e~ 
spaces of LbE1 aye 2R and ZP, respectively. In p~t~~~ar res 2J’aDx = ES o. 
A?zda~=~~=>~R=RandZIP=P. 
PROPOSITION I .4. Let u1 and o2 be in GL,(V). Then R, 2 P2 and R, C PI 3 
ag, = G‘pl ~ 
$ROPOSITIQN 1.5. Let q and u2 be in GL,(Uj with olo2 = ZINC+ . Then 
R, L P2 and R, _C P, , provided that either V = PI + P2 or RI ri R, = 0. 
PRaPosxTIoN 1 A. Let u E GL,( V). Then c is an ~%vo~~t~o~ tj. o/R = - I R a 
hoposmox 1.7. Let CT E GL,( V) with c # 1 v . Then der(a/R) = det a. 
Denote by & the contragredient (“cr-1 of any a in GE,(V). So 8 is in GL,( V’)* 
Let So be the annihilator in V’ of any subset S in 6’. 
P”RaposITroN 1.8. Let G E GL,(V). Then the residual mzd$fixed spaces of 8 
are Pa and R”, respectively. In particular res c = res 8. 
Propositions 1.9-1.11 follow easily from the definitions. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let 0 E GL,( V). If L is a /iBe i~ V such that aL = L, 
PROPOSITION 1.10. Let (7 E GL,( V). Ij U is any subspace of V such that 
U>R, thenaU= u. 
PRQPOSITION 1.11. Suppose V = U @ W. Let o1 E GL(U), o2 E GL( IX) 
andputo=cr,O~,.ThenR=R,OR,andP=P,~:~. 
ROPOSITION 1.12. Suppose V is regular. FOY any fl E In(V), RL = P. 
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Proof. x E RI + q(x, cry - y) = 0 for ally in V, 
* q(x, uy) - q(x, y) = 0 for ally in V, 
* q(x, oy) - 4(0x, ~7y) = 0 for ally in V, 
e q(x - m, V) = 0 -+ m = x, by regularity. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.13. Suppose V is regular. Let (TV and (TV be in In(V) and put 
0. = CyJ~ . Then R, n R, = 0 * R = R, @ R, . 
Proof. R, n R, = 0 Z- P1’ n Pz’ = 0. Since (PI + P,)l C P1” n Pzl, 
we have (PI + Pz)l = 0. Hence P1 + Pz = V. Now apply Proposition 1.2. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.14. Suppose V is regular. Let u1 and u2 be in I,(V). Then 
R, C Pz + a,oz = 02u1 . 
Proof. Apply Propositions 1.4 and 1.12. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.15. Suppose V is regular with x(F) = 2. Let o E In( V). 
Then (T is an involution + R is totally degenerate. 
Proof. Apply Propositions 1.6 and 1.12. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.16. suppose x(F) # 2. Let u E I,(V). Then c is an involu- 
tion + CJ = -lR 1. 1, . 
Proof. Apply Propositions 1.6 and 1.12. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.17. Suppose V is a regular alternating space. If (T E I,(V) 
such that q(oL, L) = 0 for all lines L in V, then (J is an involution. 
Proof. g(ux, x) = 0 for all x in V, 
* q(ux + uy, x + y) = 0 for all x and y in V, 
3 q(ux, y) + q(uy, x) = 0 for all x and y in V, 
* q(a%, uy) - q(x, uy) = 0 for all x and y in V, 
+ q(o% - x, V) = 0 for all x in V. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 1.18. We call u E GL,( V) a shearing -+ res u < 1. A 
shearing u is called a transvection * R C P. A shearing u is called a dilation 
-R@P=V. 
PROPOSITION 1.19. Suppose V is regular. Let u F In( V) be a nontrivial 
shearing. Then u is a transvection + R is an isotropic line, and u is a dilation o R 
is an anisotropic line. 
Proof. Use Proposition 1.12. Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 1.20. Let o be a nontrivial sheaying zk GL,( V). Thelz o is a 
transvection - det (3 = 1. 
y Proposition 1.7 we have that det(o/R) = det 0. 
lowing implications: D a transvection * 0/R = 
1 * det(o/R) = 1 3 R C P * o is a transvection. 
PROPOSITION I .21. Suppose V is a regular alternatmg space. Let (5 be a 
tramvection in I,n( V). Then q(oL, L) = O.fiw all l&es L in V u u = I y . 
PYOQ~. Since V is alternating, we have q(L, L) = 0 for all lines k in lZ 
Suppose that u is a nontrivial transvection in I,(V). Let x be any vector in 
V-P. So by Proposition 1.12, x # RL. Clearly = F(ux - x). En particular 
q(m - x, z) # O.Therefore, q(ox, x) f 0. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.22. Let G be a shearing ivz CAL,(V) md let (\L E&. Suppose 
n > 2 if D is a transvection and n 2 3 ;S c is a dilation. Then w is a shearing 
ucc.=l. 
PYOOf ~ It suffices to prove that if CIU is a shearing then B = 1. The proposi- 
tion is dearly true for n > 3, So suppose G is a tranmdon. Since WG is a 
shearing, there is a vector x E v such that W(X) = x. By Proposition 1.9 
and Definition 1.18 we have that x E P. Therefore, a: = H . .E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.23. Let Go and o2 be nontrivial sheavirags in G%,(V). The~z 
GIGS is a shear&g * either R, = R, or Pl = Pz . 
Proof. Put G = G1(T2 . Suppose 0 is a shearing. R, # & 3 Rr 17 
0 2 P = 9;. r\ Pz by Proposition 1.2. So we must have PI 
since otherwise dim P < n - 2. Conversely, if RI = R, or Pr = -FD, th 
Proposition 1.1, res u < 1. 
PROPOSITION 1.23a. suppose V is regular. Let g1 and o2 be nontriviai 
shearings in 6,(V). Then G1us is a sheaving + R”, = R, ~ 
PYOOJ. Apply Propositions 1.23 and 1.12. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.24. Let o1 and o2 be nontrivial shearings in G’L%(V). Tim 
GIGS = GIGS u either R, C .Pz and R, _C Pl , 01 R, = R, and PI = Pz . 
Prooj SuppOSe ~,a, = GIGS . Assume 22, f .pi”, or PI # Pa . ‘CSJe then 
have either R, n R, = 0 or V = PI + Pz. By Proposition 1.5 we have 
R, _C Pz and R, _C PI . 
We show the converse. If R, _C Pz and R, _C PI 1 the result fo!lows by 
Proposition 1.4. So suppose Rl = R, and Pr = P2 and that V = R, @ Pl ~ 
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Then q and op are dilations of the form ollRl @ lpl. They, therefore, 
permute. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.24a. Suppose V is regular. Let q and CQ be nontrivial 
shearings in I,(V). Then qua = 02u1 * R, = R, or q(R, , RJ = 0. 
Proof. Apply Propositions 1.24 and 1.12. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.25. Suppose V is regular. Let o1 and o2 be nontrivial 
transvections in IJ V). Put u = ulffz and suppose that res u = 2. Then olcrz = 
upI o R C R”; and u1cr2 # ozul o V = R I RI. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.23a, R, # R, . From Propositions 1.1, 1.2, 
and 1.12, we obtain R = R, @ R, and RI = RI1 n R,l. 
Suppose qua = usui . Applying Proposition 1.24a, we get q(R, , R,) = 0. 
So R, C R,I. Since oz is a transvection, A, Z R,l. Therefore, R C R,I. 
Similarly we get R C R,l. Hence, R C RI. 
Now suppose criua # u2u1 . By Proposition 1.24a, q(R, , RR,) f 0. By 
Proposition 1.19, we have that R, and R, are isotropic lines. Since R = 
R, @ R, , R is a regular plane. So V = R J- Rl. 
The other implications follow from the two proved above. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.26. Let u1 and u2 be nontrivial shearings in GLJV) with 
u2 a transvection. Suppose R, g P1 and R, $ Pz . Put u = u~~~(J;%;~. Then 
res u = 2, R = R, @ R, , P = P1 n Pz , and a/R $ RL,(R). 
Proof. Note that R, C Pz . By Propositions 1.1 and 1.24, 1 < res u < 2. 
Assume res u = 1. So by Propositions 1.3 and 1.23, ozR1 = R, or ozP1 = PI . 
If u,R1 = R, , then Ri, C Pz by Proposition 1.9. This is a contradiction. 
So uzP1 = P1 . If uz/P1 # lpl , then clearly R, C P1 , again a contradiction. 
so CrJPl = lpl . But this is impossible since cr2 # 1, . Therefore, res u = 2. 
By Propositions 1.1 and 1.2, R = R, @ R, and P = P1 n Pz . It remains 
to prove that u/R $ RL,(R). If u/R E RL,(R) then by Propositions 1.10 and 
1.22, R $ P. This is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.27. Suppose V is regular. Let u1 and u2 be dilations in I,(V) 
and put u = u1u2 . Suppose res u > 1 and det CJ = 1. Then res u = 2, 
R = RR, @ R, , and P = P1 n Pz . Moreover, u/R s RL,(R) + crl and u2 
are permuting involutions. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.1, res u < 2. By Propositions 1.19 and 1.20, 
we have that both u1 and u2 are nontrivial. So by Proposition 1.19, R, and R, 
are anisotropic lines. If res u = 1 then by Proposition 1.19, R is an isotropic 
line, and by Propositions 1.1 and 1.23a, R = R, = R, . This is a contra- 
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diction. So res (J = 2. Hence, by Propositions 1.1 amcl 1.2, 
and P = BP n P9 . 
Kow- suppose alli E RL,(R). By Proposition 1.7, det(o/R) = 1 
5/R = lR then by Proposition 1.12, R C W’. This is a contradiction 
ontains anisotropic lines. So O/R = - 1 nd x(F) + 2. By Proposi- 
CT is an involution. By Proposition 1.10, and o~/R are dilations. Put 
0JR = 1 L @ nlRI for some line L. Since (5JR) . (cfz/ ) = - I, ) we have 
that --r/R is also a dilation. So by Proposition 1.1 I, q/R, = -lR1 . So by 
Proposition 1.6, or is an involution. By a similar argument o2 is an involution. 
They permute since their product (T is an involution. The other implication 
follows from Proposition 1.6. Q,E.@, 
PROPOSITIOK 1.28. suppose V is regular. Let 0; aEd CT% be shearkgs ik 
I,(V) z&h CJ~ noninvolutory $ uz is a dilatio-ion. Suppose R, # R, and 
G4 > .J # 0. Put 5 = u~u~(T;~o~~. Then res m = 2, R = R, 3 R, i 
P = PI CT Pz , and a/R $ RL,(R). 
Proof. The assumptions imply that ur and u’2 are nontrivia!. By Proposi- 
tion 1.24a, res o 3 1. If (TV is a transvection apply Propositions 1.12 and 1.26, 
If a2 is a dilation apply Proposition 1.27. QED. 
2. GROUPS WHICH HAVE ENOUGH PROJECTIVE SHEARINGS 
Throughout Section 2 we let V be an n-dimensional reflexive space which 
is either linear or regular. If additional assumptions about V are necessary, 
they are iisted in the propositions or definitions themselves. 
We let -: G!&(V) + GL,(V)/RL,(V) be the natural map. For any 
subgroup G of G,(V) we often use PG to denote C?. If G is a subgroup of 
GL,( Y) or PGL,( V), we let DG denote the commutator subgroup of 6. 
ii. Projecthe Shearings and the Group A 
We start with some preliminary results. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose V is regzllar. Let 0 E PIn( V) .witth res 0 < B 
and P not totally degenerate. Then c E I,( V). 
Boof. Since 6 E PIJ V), we have PLO EJJV) for some 01 EI? Since 
dim P > 1 and P is not totally degenerate, there exist vectors x and y in P 
such that q(x, y) # 0. We have q(x, y) = q(cm~, WY> = q(m, CYY) = 
mx*q(x, y). So OIN* = 1, and, hence, oil V E 1,(V). Therefore, c E I,( I’). 
QED, 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let (T E GL,(V) with res G < n. Then Go = lv -s Ei2 = 
i,. 
Proof. Trivial. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G and Z be in GL,(V) with res o < $a. Then 
UZ:=Z’o+C?~=,%. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that 6z = .% + Gz‘ = 20. If 6z = ,%, then 
the following implications hold for some a: E& &? = 26 3 oZ = &% * 
Z:-lox = 010. Using Proposition 1.3, we have that the fixed space of 01G is 
Z-lP. Since dim P > in, we have that 01 = 1. So UZ = Za. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITIONS 2.4. Suppose n > 3. Let 0 E PGL,( V). We call 0 a projec- 
tive shearing iff some coset representative of 6 is a shearing. By Proposition 
1.22, we have that if 0 is a projective shearing, then only one coset representa- 
tive of 6 can be a shearing. If 5 # i, is a projective shearing, we define the 
line and the hyperplane of 6 to be the residual space and the fixed space, 
respectively, of the unique shearing in the coset (T. If 6 = i, , we adopt the 
convention that any line and any hyperplane in V are the line and hyperplane 
of 6. We call 6 a projective transvection or dilation, according as the shearing 
in 6 is a transvection or dilation. Let L be any line and H any hyperplane in V. 
We define S(L) to be the set of projective shearings in PGL,(V) with line L, 
and 5’(H) to be the set of projective shearings in PGL,( V) with hyperplane H. 
We denote by S(L, H) the set S(L) n S(H). 
Remarks. If 6 is a projective shearing in PIJ V), then Proposition 2.1 
implies that the unique shearing in the coset o is in I,(V). If X is any line 
or hyperplane in V, 6 E S(X) and 2 is any element in PGL,(V), then -- 
ZTZ-1 E S(ZX). 
CONVENTION 2. Unless otherwise specified, we adopt the following 
convention: If we choose a projective shearing G in PGL,( V), we automatically 
assume that G is the unique shearing in G. Note that if 0 E PI%(V), then 
G EI~(V). In particular, if we let 6 E PGL,(V) be a nontrivial projective 
shearing, R and P will automatically denote its line and hyperplane respec- 
tively. If we let Gi , 2, or & be nontrivial projective shearings in PGL,(V), 
we make analogous assumptions using Convention 1. Similarly, if we let i; in 
PGL,( V) be a nontrivial projective shearing with line L and (or) hyperplane 
H, we assume automatically that 7 is a shearing with residual space L and (or) 
fixed space H. 
Let 6 be a nontrivial projective shearing in PGL,( V). We point out obvious 
facts: 6 is a projective transvection o R C P; and 0 is a projective dilation 
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0 R 0 P = V. If in particular V is regular and Z E (V), then 0 is z 
projective transvection = R is an isotropic line; and ~zT is a dilation * W is an 
anisotropic line. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose n > 4. Let O, and ~~ be non-trivial projective 
shearings in PGL,(V). Then O& is a projective shearing e either la, = R, OI 
PI = Pz . 
Proofs lif R, = R, or PI = Pz , then by C.onvention 2 and Proposition 1.23, 
;;1Ga is a projective shearing. Conversely, suppose GIG, is a projective shearing. 
Put u = cJpz . We have ala/H = lH for some hyperplane H in Y and some a! 
inp. ByProposition 1.1, dimP>lz-2. I\J~~~>~~PITN#O~ 
CI = 1 5 a,~~ is a shearing. Apply Proposition 1.23. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2Sa. Suppose n 3 4. If X is any line OY ~ype~plane iti V> 
then S(X) is a group. Moyeovaey, if T is a subgroup of PGL,( V) kwhich comists 
mtirely ofprojective sheakngs, then there is some line OY ~ype~p~a~e X in V such 
that P _C S(X). 
Boof. The first part of the proposition is dear in view of Proposition 2.5, 
Now let ,r be a group consisting entirely of projective shearings. We may 
assume that r # i, . Let OI be a nontrivial projective shearing in T. If 
there exists a nontrivial projective shearing cz in r, with 
ition 2.5, PI = Pz . Now let G be any nontrivial shea 
Since either R f R, or R # R, , we have by Proposition 2.5 that P = PI = 
P2. so r c S(P,). QED. 
PROPOSITION 2.5b. Suppose V is regular and n >, 4. Let c?, and G2 be 
nontrivial projective shearings in PI,(V). Th en Z& is a projective .&earzkg 
o R, = R, . 
Proof. Use Convention 2, Propositions 2.5 and 1.12. QED. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Suppose n 3 ?. Let Cl and 6, be nontrivial projecike 
shearings ia PGL,( V). Then +f, = Z& + either 1 C IT2 and R, _C Pl , 
srR, =R,andP, = P2. 
Proof. use Convention 2, Propositions 2.3 and 1.24. QED. 
PROPOSITIQN 2.6a. Suppose V is regular and n 3 3. Let G1 and Gz be 
nontrivial projective shearings in PIn( V). Then 6,6, = OnOr + either R, = R, 
or q(R, ) R,) = 0. 
Proof. Use Convention 2, Propositions 2.6 and 1.12. 
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PROPOSITION 2.7. Suppose n > 4 and x(F) f 2. Let 0 and 2 be in 
PGL,(V). Suppose that 6 is a nontrivial projective transvection such that 
R g ZP. Then 2 does not permute with both &!-16-l and O-lz-%. 
Proof. By Convention 2 and Section 2 of Chapitre I of [5], we may put 
o = 7a,p for a E & and p E v’ n PO, where 7a,p is defined by T,,,(X) = x + p(x)a, 
for all x in 1/. Note that p(a) = 0. It is easily seen that ~a,“, = T-~,~ and that 
.Ga,p = T&,oz-l for any Z in GL,(V). Since R $ ZP, .ZR # R. A 
straightforward calculation now shows that 2 does not permute with both 
..,,Z-%$ and T,:Z-%~,~ . 
Assume that Z’does not permute with &-lo-l. By Propositions 1.1 and 
1.3, we have that the fixed space of ,&Z-1~-1 contains ZrP n P and that the 
fixed space of oZ%-~Z contains P n ZIP. These clearly intersect. So if 
L’uZ-GJ-~ = ~l&!-~o-~,Z for some 01 E%‘, then 01 = 1. In particular z cannot 
permute with &?lG-l. 
Proceed similarly if 2 does not permute with o-lZ’-ia. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Suppose n 3 3. We say that a subgroup 4 of PI,(V) 
has enough projective shearings with respect to the reflexive space V, if 
(i) for any isotropic line L and any hyperplane H of V with L _C H C Ll, 
there is a nontrivial projective transvection G in 5 with R = L and P = H, 
and 
(ii) for any anisotropic line L in V, there is a noninvolutory projective 
dilation 0 in A with R = L. 
Remarks. If V is linear then the subgroups of PIn( V) which have enough 
projective shearings with respect to V are the projective analogs of the sub- 
groups of GL,(V) considered by O’Meara in [ll]. If V is a linear or regular 
alternating space then the subgroups of PIn( V) which have enough projective 
shearings with respect to V are the groups considered by Solazzi. Refer to 
the bibliography of [14]. Examples of subgroups of PIn( V) which have 
enough projective shearings with rexpect to V will be listed in Section 5. 
Par the remainder of Section 2 we suppose that d is a subgroup of Pin(V) 
which has enough projective shearings with respect to V. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Suppose n > 3. Let X be a line OY hyperplane in V 
and let Y be a line OY hyperplane in V. Then, 
(i) If V is linear, S(X) n A = S(Y) n A o X = Y, and 
(ii) q V is regular, S(X) n A = S(Y) n A 0 X = Y OY X = Y’-. 
Proof. Consider Definitions 2.4, 2.8, the remark after Definitions 2.4, 
and Proposition 1.12. Q.E.D. 
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EFIxTxoN 2.10. Suppose n 3 3. W’e define the groups G, 6, and 0 
by the equations: G = (0 E IJ Y) ! ci f A}, G = (6 E G&(F) 1 5 E 61, and 
a’ = 6. 
PRoPosITroN 2. Il. Su@ose V is linear and n > 3. Then d is a subgm@ 
of PGL,(V’) which has enough projective shearings with respect to the Ennear 
space V’. 
Prooj. It is clear that A is a subgroup of PGE,( V’). y section IA. we have 
that V’ is a linear space. Now consider Definition 2.8 and apply Proposition 
1.8. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITIONS 2.12. Suppose V is linear with B 3 3. Let L be any line and H 
any hyperplane in V such that L _C X. Then there exists a norLt~~viaEprojecti~le 
transvection 5 in A with R = L and P = ET, such that e = o&@?;~ where 
G1 aazd 611 aye projective tramvections in A. dn particular DA has enough ~~~~‘e~t~ve 
shearirzgs with respect to V. 
P~ooJf. Let G be defined as in Definition 2.10. Since V is iinear, it is 
easily seen that G is a subgroup of GL,(V) w ic is full of transvections in h b 
the sense of [l I]. Now proceed as in the proof of [I I, 2.41. 
ivotatioblz. If S is a nonempty subset of one of GL,( V) or PGL,( Vi thee 
C,(S) will denote the centralizer of S in that of the two above groups of 
which S is a subset. We attach similar meaning to C,.(S). Now let n > 3 and 
consider the groups A, G, 6, and 6. If S is a nonempty subset of one of these 
four groups then C(S) denotes the centralizer of S in precisely that of the 
four groups above of which it is a subset. 
PROPO~XTIOX 2.13. Suppose n > 3. Then C,(A) = C(A) = (Tp)* 
Proof. Let z E C,(A). Let L b e any line in V, and let t; E A be a nontrivial 
projective shearing with R = I.. Use Convention 2, Propositions 2.3 and 1.3 
to show that LTL = L. Therefore, L’ E RL,( V). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.14. If o c GL,(V) - RL,(V), then DCy(o) = (1 v>~ 
PYO$ This is 2.6 of [I I]. 
P~opoSrT10r*r 2.15. Suppose n > 5. Let Cr f A w&h res 0 < 2. Then 
DC(G) = DC(cr). 
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, * E I,( V). Now consider Definition 2.10 and 
apply Proposition 2.3. Q.E.D. 
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B. The Subgroup CDC(6) of A 
Throughout this Section, A will be a subgroup of PIJ V) which has enough 
projective shearings with respect to V. 
We recall the following definition from O’lVIeara [1 11. 
DEFINITION 2.16. For any two subspaces U and W of V, we let 
d(U, W) = {O E GL,( V) 1 R C U, P > W}. 
Note that it follows from Proposition 1.1 that &( U, W) is a group. 
PROPOSITION 2.17. Suppose n > 5. Let 0 E A such that res D < 2. If 
res u = 2, assume that o/R $ RL,(R). Then 
&(R, P) n A C CDC(0). 
Proof. Using Proposition 2.1, we obtain that u EI,( V). 
If res (J = 0, the proposition is trivially true, so suppose res n >, 1. 
Let Gr be an arbitrary element in DC(G). By Proposition 2.15, we may 
assume that q E DC(a). Hence, q E I,(V). 
(1) We claim that Pl 3_ R. First assume res G = 1. Let ua and ~a be 
arbitrary elements in C(V). By Proposition 1.3, azR = A and a3R = R. 
Therefore, qr&r;l/R = 1, , and the claim is established. If res u = 2, 
then by the hypothesis O/R $ m,(R). By Propositions 2.14 and 1.3, 
DC(o)/R = { lR}. We have proved the claim. 
(2) We now show that Rl _C P. If V is regular, this is clear in view of (1) 
and Proposition 1.12. So suppose that V is linear. Consider the element 
6 E e. By Proposition 1.8, we have that res 6 = res u, and that PO and R” 
are the residual and fixed spaces, respectively, of &. We assert that res ii = 2 
implies that c/P0 $ RL,(PO). Assume that res ii = 2 and that c/P0 E RL,(PO). 
Since res 6 = 2, res u = 2 and o/R $ RL,(R). If &/PO = I,0 then R” 2 PO, 
and, hence, R C P. This is a contradiction. So &/PO = ollpO with 01 # 1. 
Hence, 6 = 1,0 @ ol1,0 . So by Proposition 1.11, ol-% = (a&:) has residual 
space R”. Therefore, by Proposition 1.8, OIU has fixed space R. This contradicts 
the facts. So indeed c?/P” $ RL,(PO). 
Since q E DC(u), we have ?r E De’(a). Now apply (1) and Proposition 1.8 
to 6 and ci, , to obtain Rio I PO. Therefore, R, _C P. 
-- 
Now let z be any element in &(R, P) n A. We may assume that ,Z E &(R, P). 
So R’ _C R and P _C P’. By (1) and (2), Pl > R’ and R, _C P’. Therefore, 
by Proposition 1.4, Za, = o,Z. So ,%i = Orz. Since c3, was an arbitrary ___~ 
element in DC(G), 2~ CDC(G). Hence, G(R, P) n A C CDC(5). Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 2.18. Suppose n > 5. Let 6 EA such that res 5 < 2. lJ7 V is- 
linear aped res G = 2, assume that R g P. Thez 
cm(o) c b(R, P) n A. 
PYDO$ It suffices to show that2-E CDC(Z) implies that Z~E l&(V) . &(I?, P)- 
Note that 0 E 1,(V) by Proposition 2.1. 
(1) We first show that E‘E C’DC(6) 3 Z/P = oil, for u E@. Firs: 
suppose that V is linear. Let U be any plane in P with U n = 0. Let R, 
and R, be lines such that U = RI @ R, . Choose hyperplanes PI and I’- with 
the following properties: P, 2 R @ R, but pi $ R, and Pz 2 Ra @ 
p2 P RI . Let 6i and 6a be nontrivial projective transvections in A with spaces 
Pr and W, _C Pz , respectively. Put Z; = q3z~~Lcr;1. By Convention 2, 
positions 1.4 and 1.26, we have Z1 E DC’(a), r-es Z1 = 2 and I?,’ = 
@ I?, = U. Clearly Z; E DC(F). 
Now let ,z be an arbitrary element in CDC(G). So ZZ; = zr,;r;i. Hence, 
Sy Propositions 1.3 and 2.3, JXJ = U. So JY:(i = l7 for all 
with U fl W = 0. Now let L be any line in p3 which is not in 
embed L in two distinct planes U, and U, of P with Ur n R 
we have z1L = L. So ,Z” = L for all lines L in P which are not in 
R n P = 0, we clearly have Z/P = al, for some 01 E@. So sup 
Let& be any line in R n P. Embed& in two distinct planes IV1 and FVz of P 
which are not contained in R. Clearly XI@‘, = WI and ZW, = ‘jv,, so EL1 =k,. 
Therefore, .ZL = L for all lines L in P. So again Z/P = mlp for same 01 E$, 
Suppose that V is regular. Let U be any plane in H which is not totally 
nerate. We can put U = R, @ R, , where and R, are lines such that 
R,) # 0. Now let 6r and 6, be nontrivial projective shearings in A 
respectively. We choose se to be noninvolutory if R, is 
anisotropic. Now put Zr = +~a+ 
and 1.28, we have ,Z’i E DC(a), res 
zi, E DC(O). Now let zi be any element in CDC(6) and proceed as in the linear 
case to show that 2/P = ~1, for some a: E&. 
(2) We complete the proof. Let 2 be any element in CDC(ci). Suppose 
that V is linear. Clearly B E 0’. By Proposition 1.8, we have that res & = res V> 
and that P0 and R” are the residual and fixed space of 6, respectively. If 
res ci = 2, it is clear that Pa ,d R”. Since 2 E CDC(G), 2 E CD?(B). Consider 
Proposition 2.11 and apply (1) to 2 and 6 to obtain that z/R0 = /31Ro for 
p ale. Therefore, the fixed space of (pi’) contains R”. IIence by Proposition 
1.8, the residual space of&Z is contained in R. 
In summary, we have shown that there exist 01 and p in .8’ such that the 
fixed space of a,Z’ contains P and the residual space of ,lZZ is contained in R. 
Since n > 5, it is clear that ac = p, and that, therefore, a26 b(R, P). 
481/27/2-z 
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Now suppose that Y is ,regular. By (1) we have that E/P = al, for some 
01 ER. So by Proposition 2.1, we get that a-r2 E&(V). By Proposition 1.12, 
we have that the residual space of a-l2 is contained in P’- = R. In particular 
a-l/z E b(R, P). Q.E.D. 
Remark. Suppose n 3 5. Let 6 E A with res 0 < 2. The conclusions of 
Propositions 2.17 and 2.18 inform us (with exceptions) that CDC((r) = 
&(R, P) n A, i.e., that CDC( ci is a group-theoretic characterization of those ) 
elements of A which have coset representatives in b(R, P). 
In particular, we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.19. Suppose n >, 5. Let 0 be a nontrivialprojective shearing 
in A. Then 
(i) CDC(0) = S(R, P) n A, in general, and 
(ii) CDC(G) = S(R) n A, if V is regular. 
-- 
Proof, Note that d(R, P) = S(R, P). So by Propositions 2.17 and 2.18, 
we have (i). Apply Proposition 2.9 to get (ii). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.19a. Suppose n 3 5. Let G1 and $ be nontrivial projective 
shearings in A. Then 
(i) CDC(6,) = CDC(0,) o R, = R, and PI = Pz , in general, and 
(ii) CDC(6,) = CDC(rS,) o R, = R, , if V is regular. 
Proof. Apply Propositions 2.19 and 2.9. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.20. Suppose n >, 5. Let a E A with res (T = 2 and 
U/R $ RL,(R), and let 6, be any non&vial projective shearing in A. Then 
(i) a, E CDC(G) + R, C R and P C PI ) and 
(ii) 6,~CenCDC(c?)+dim(RnP)=l,R,=RnPandP,=R+P. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.1 we have cr E I,(V). By Convention 2, err E I,( I’) 
is a shearing with residual space R, and fixed space PI . By Propositions 2.17 -- 
and 2.18, CDC(0) = 8(R, P) n A. 
(1) We prove (i). Suppose 6, E CDC(G). So olq E W(R, P) for some 
a! EP. Since PI n P # 0, we have 01 = 1. Therefore, or E &(R, P). So 
RI C R and PI 2 P. Conversely, suppose that R, C R and PI >_ P. So -- 
q E 8(R, P). Hence, 6, E b(R, P) n A. 
(2) We now prove (ii). Note that the assumptions about (r imply that 
R $ P, and, hence, that dim(R n P) ,( 1. We first show that if dim(R n P) = 1, 
R, = R n P, and PI = R + P, then 6r E Cen CDC(6). Let 2 be any 
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element in CBC(0). We may assume that ZE a( ,q so R’ CR and 
P’ 2 ce R R P = RI and Pi = + P, we have that P1 3 A? and 
P’> Proposition 1 A, .Zq = o& i%, = 6,.27 and Qr E Cen CDC(G). 
We show the converse. Suppose that R n P = 0, or that 
with R2, # R n P or PI f P + R. We prove that Or $ 
showing that the assumption or E Cen CDC(6) leads to a contradiction. So 
assume that 6, E Cen CDC(6). By (i), R1 C R and P _C Pr D 
Suppose that V is linear. First assume that R n P ==: 0. Choose a line R, 
such that = R, @ R, and put Pa = P 0 R, . Let Ii, E A be a nontrivial 
projective transvection with line R, and hyperplane P2 , respectiveiy. By (i), 
6, E CDC(6). By Proposition 2.6, f+a # &?r . This is a contradiction. Now 
assume that dim@ n P) = 1 and that either R, f R II P or pr + R + .E 
IfRnPpR,,putW,=~~n.SoW=R,OR,.Let~~bbeanyhy 
plane containing P such that Pz rf R + P. Clearly Pa > Rz but Pa $ 
If R n P = R, , then PI # R + P. In this case let Pa = + P and let R, 
be any line of R which is not contained in Pr . In either situation let 3, be a 
nontrivial projective transvection in ii with line R, and hyperplane Pz L 
By (i), ii, E CDC(6). By Proposition 2.6, 6r6a f G& . This is a coc- 
tradiction. So 6, $ Cen CDC(6). 
Now suppose that Y is regular. Kate that R R P = Rad 
R L P = (Rad R)l. By the assumptions about 
such that R = R, @ R, and q(R, , R,) # 0. Let: G2 be a nontriviat 
projective shearing in A with line R, . By Convention 2, c2 EI,(V). Sin;ce 
G E I;,(V), we have by Proposition 1.12 that Pz 2 P. So Gz E CDC(G) by (i). 
By Proposition 2&a, 6r6, # 0~6~ . This again contradicts the assumptions 
about 6r 9 Therefore, 6, $ Cen CDC(a). QED, 
PROPQSITION 2.20a. suppose V is regular with n > 5. Let C; E A with 
yes u = 2 and o/R $ R.&(R), and let O1 be any ~#~t~~via~ projective s~eay~~~ 
in A. The?2 
(i) 17~ E CDC(0) o R, _C R, and 
(ii) 6r E Cen CDL’(o) e dim(Rad R) = 1 and RI = Rad 
Proof. By Proposition 2.1 and Convention 2, we have that o an 
in S,( V). Now apply Propositions 2.20 and 1.12. 
PROPOSITION 2.21. Suppose n > 5. Let ii E A with res G = 2 
oiR 6 RL,(R). Let G1 be alz arbitrary element in CDC(i;) - Cen CD@(O). 
aI is a projective shearing + CDC(61) is Abelian. 
PYOO$. In view of Propositions 2.19 and 2.6, it Rices to prove that if 
CDC(6,) is Abelian, then aI is a projective shearing. Propositions 2, Z 7 and 
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2.18, CDC(5) = 6(R, P) n d. We may, therefore, assume that ur E &(R, P). 
Since a,$ Cen CDC(Z), we have res ur 3 1. 
Assume res q, = 2. So R, = R and PI = P. Suppose al/R, $ RL,(R). 
By Proposition 2.20 we have that CDC(0,) . is not Abelian. This contradicts 
the hypothesis. Suppose cl/R1 E RL,(R). Since o/R # RL,(R), we have 
R g P. So ol/R = oils with 01 # 1. Therefore, R n P = 0, and, hence, 
V = R @ P. So by Proposition 1.10, b(R, P) C GL,(R) @ lp . Therefore, 
CDC(6) C GL,(R) @ Ip . In particular 6, E Cen CDC(6). This again contra- 
dicts the hypothesis. 
So res 0i = 1 and Gr is a projective shearing. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.22. Suppose n >, 5. Let 0 E A with res (r < 2. If V is linear 
and res o = 2, assume that R g P. Then CDC(6) is non-Abelian o res o = 2 
and O/R f RL,(R). 
Proof. Using Proposition 2.1, we have that 0 E In(V). If res (3 = 2 and 
O/R 6 RL,(R), then CDC(6) is non-Abelian by Proposition 2.20. 
Now let o Ed be any element with either res c < 1 or res (T = 2 and 
o/R E RL,(R). We prove that CDC((3) is Abelian. Note that by Proposition -- 
2.18, CDC(6) C b(R, P) n A. 
(1) Suppose res G < 1 or res G = 2 with R C P. It clearly suffices to 
show that G(R, P) is Abelian. If res u = 0, then c?(R, P) = {Iv}. If res u = 1, 
then b(R, P) is Abelian by Proposition 1.24. So assume res u = 2 and R _C P. 
Let ur and u2 be arbitrary elements in b(R, P). We have R, C R _C P C P2 
and, hence, that R, S Pz . Similarly, R, C Pl . Therefore, ulug = uaur by 
Proposition 1.4. Hence, b(R, P) is Abelian. 
(2) Suppose res o = 2 with R $ P. Let U/R = dR . Since R e P, 
01 f 1. Therefore, R n P = 0, V = R 1. P and u = ~1s 1 1,. By Propo- 
sition 1.10, G(R, P) C GL,(R) @ lp . So by Proposition 2.1, CDC(6) _C 
I&m-T%. 
Now put R = R, @ R, for lines R, and R, in V. If V is linear, let Pl = 
P @ R, and Pz = P @ R, , and let Cr, and G2 be nontrivial projective trans- 
vections in A with lines pi, and R, and hyperplanes Pl and Pz , respectively. 
If V is regular then R is regular, so we may choose R, and R, such that 
q(Rl , R,) f 0. In this case let 0, and Gz be nontrivial projective shearings 
in A with lines R, and R, , respectively. Assume here that O2 is noninvolutory 
if R, is anisotropic. In either situation put Z = ar~~(~;%;r. By Convention 2 
and Proposition 1.10, it is clear that 2 E DC(O). By Propositions 1.26 or 1.28, 
we have res Z = 2, R’ = R, @ R, = R, P’ = P, and Z/R’ $ RL,(R’). 
Now let z?, and ,& be arbitrary elements in CDC(6). We may assume that -- -_ -- - _ 
Zr = .ZJR 1 1, and Za = ZJR 1 lp . Since X!Yr = ZJ and .Z,Za = ZJ, 
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we have by Proposition 2.3 that Z;jR and L’a:,lR are in C,(.Z/R). So by Propo- -- 
sition 2.14, (ZJR) . (2&/R) = (2YJR) . (El/R). Hence, Zl& = z2zl . There- 
fore, CDC(6) is Abelian. .E.D” 
3. AcTro~ 0~ A 0N PROJECTIVE SHEARII~GS 
Throughout Section 3, VI will be an n-dimensional linear or regular 
reflexive space, and L3, will be a subgroup of PIJF’J which has enough 
projective shearings with respect to VI ~ Similarly, Va will be an m-dimen- 
sional linear or regular reflexive space and A, will be a subgroup of I’I*J V?) 
which has enough projective shearings with respect to V, ~ 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose VI and Vz aye linear reflexive spaces .witJz 
n > 5 and m > 5. Suppose that A: A, -+ A, is aB ~~~~0~~~~s~. Let X Be Amy 
&e OT hyperplane in V, . Then 
A(S(X) n A,) = S(X’) R A, 
fooy a unique line OY hyperplane X’ in V, ~ 
ProoJ If X’ exists it is unique by Proposition 2.9. We prove that X 
exists. We claim that it is enough to show that Aa, is a projective shearing 
for any projective shearing ii, in A, . 
Suppose that this is shown. Let X be any line or hyperplane of Vr . By 
Proposition 2.5a, S(X) n A, is a maximal subgroup of projective shearmgs 
of Al . By the claim, A(S(X) n A,) IS a subgroup of A, consisting entireiy of 
projective shearings. By Proposition 2.5a, A(S(X) 10 A,) C S(X) n A, for 
some iine or hyperplane X’ in Vz . We get that A(S(X) n A,) = S(X) n A, , 
by applying the claim to A-l. We now prove the claim. 
Let or E A, be a nontrivial projective shearing. Let AL?, = zI . Since 
2; # TV, 1 there exists a line L in Vz such that ZrL #L. Kow choose a 
hyperplane pi in Vz with the following properties: L _C H, .Z& g H, and 
-C,-“L 0 H. Hence, L g Z;H and .L’rH f pi. It is easily seen that 
(L @ z;L) f? (H n Z;H) = 0. 
I%ow fet TEA, be a nontrivial projective transvection with Eine L and 
hyperplane H. If #a) # 2, use Proposition 2.7 to choose T so that Zr does 
not permute with TZL~T-~. Now put 2 = AY~TZ;~T-~. 
Propositions 1.3 and 1.23, res 2 = 2. Recall Convention 1. By Propositions 
1.1 and 1.2, R’ = ZIL @ L and P’ = ZrN n N. So R’ ~‘i P’ = 0, and, hence, 
z/nt f 1g . So by Propositions 1.10 and 1.22, .L’/.R’ $ RL,(R’). So by Propo- 
sition 2.20, T E CL?C(z) and by Proposition 2.22, CDC(z) is not -Abehan. 
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Now let fl? = T for ? Ed, and put (J = ur~ur -%I. Note that F Ed, and 
/lo = 2. Since (5, E d, is a nontrivial projective shearing, we have by Conven- 
tion 2 and Proposition 1.1 that res u < 2. Since CDC(0) is not Abelian, we 
have by Proposition 2.22 that res o = 2. So by Propositions 1.1 and 1.2, 
R = R, @ TR, and P = PI n rPl . 
We assert that if R g P, then flG, = & is a projective shearing. For if 
R $ P, then by Proposition 2.22, o/R $ RL,(R). So by Proposition 2.20, 
G1 E CDC(;i). Since T E CDC(z), T E CDC(6). Since 0 # i, , we have 
5, E CDC(6) - Cen CDC(0). So by Propositions 2.21 and 2.22, .G1 = & 
is a projective shearing. We apply this assertion to complete the proof. 
(1) Suppose x(ps) f 2. In this case T was chosen so that zr does not 
permute with T2;lT-l. Therefore, or does not permute with .&-l. So by 
Proposition 1.3 and 1.24, either R, $ rPl or rR1 $ PI . In particular R g P. 
So by the assertion flGi, = z1 is a projective shearing. 
(2) Suppose x(F,) = 2. If R C P, then by Proposition 1.6, O2 = i, . 
so Z-2 = iyg . Hence, by Propositions 2.2 and 1.6, Z/R’ = -lR, . This 
contradicts the facts. So R $ P and we are done by the assertion. 
(3) Suppose x(F,) # 2 and x(F,) = 2. Since T is a projective trans- 
vection, we have by Convention 2 and Proposition 1.6, that T2 = i, . 
Applying (1) to ki, we have that i; = R-IT is a nontrivial projective shearmg 
in d, . We may, therefore, assume that T is a nontrivial shearing with residual 
space, say L, , and fixed space, say HI . By Proposition 2.2, r2 = IV1 . Since 
x(Fr) # 2, we have by Proposition 1.6, that L, g HI . Recall that u = 
+~(T;~T-~. Since res u = 2, we have by Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 that L, _C R 
and P C HI . Since L, g HI , it is clear that R e P. We are, therefore, done 
by the assertion. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose V, is a regular reJEexive space with n 3 5 and 
V, is a reflexive space with m 3 5. Ij .A: A, -+ A, is an isomorphism, then V, 
is regular. 
Proof. Let A: A, + A, be an isomorphism and assume that V, is linear. 
We show that this assumption leads to a contradiction. 
(1) We claim that it suffices to find nontrivial projective shearings e1 
and c2 in A, with the following properties: 
(i) 0102 is a nontrivial projective shearing, and 
(ii) (lo, and &, are nontrivial projective shearings in da with lines, 
say R,’ and R2’, and hyperplanes, say PI’ and P2’, respectively, such that 
R,’ = R,’ and PI’ # P2’. 
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Suppose that this is shown. By Propositions 2.5b and 2.1%, we hzwe 
CDC(61) = C’DC((T,). But again by Proposition 2.19a, CDiC(fl~,j # 
CD&G,). This is au obvious contradiction. 
(2) We produce the desired GI and 6,. Let G1 E A, be agy nontrivial 
projective shearing. Put L’& = & , and choose 6, and H in Vz and T E b, 
exactly as in paragraphs 3 and 4 of the proof of Proposition 3. I. Put .Z’ = 
EITZ;-lT-L. As in the proof of Proposition 3.1, res 2 = 2, R’ r; P’ = 0, 
2yR’ $6 RiqR’), CDC(C) is not Abelian and T E CDC(z). 
Now let ,!l? = T for 7 E Li, and put (r = qm&-1. Note that ci E A, and 
A6 = 27. Since CDC( -) . o IS not Abelian and 1;; is regular, we have by Proposi- 
tion 2.22, that res g = 2 and o/R $ R&(R). So by Proposition 1.1, W = 
R, @7R,. y Proposition 2.20a, 5, E C’DC(0). Since T E CL%‘(~), 7: E CDC(ci>. 
Since 0 f IV1, we have G1 E CDC(6) - Cm CDC(5). So C, E CDC(E) - 
Cen CD?(Z). PI ence, by Propositions 2.21 and 2.22, ,zI i trivial projec- 
tive shearing with line, say RI’, and hyperplane, say PI’. position 2.20? 
I’ C I?’ and I?’ _C PI’. We may, therefore, asstme that is a nontrivia! 
shearing with residual space I?,’ and Lxed space P,‘. 
In order to produce the elements & and cz required in (I), it clearly 
s&ices to show that klzs is a projective shearing for any projective trans- 
vection zz E A, . 
Let c, E da be any nontrivial projective transvection with line, say 
hyperplane, say Pa’. Note that R,’ C P2’. 
First suppose I?,’ 9 Pz’ and R,’ p PI’. Put Z3 = 2T’&J;aZ~1~ 
tion 2 and Proposition 1.26, res Z; = 2, R3’ = R,’ @ R2’, F3’ 
and Zs73/Rs1 $ RL,(R,‘). By Froposition 2.22, CDC(&) is not Abelian and by 
Proposition 2.28, {.4YI , ZI.2) C CDC(Za). Since .I& f Tve, & E CDC(&) - 
Cen CDC(&). Note that CDC(&) is Abelian by Proposition 2.2%. Now let 
AC;-, = .& for $, E A, and put era = (~~os~;‘~p’. Xote that 6s E LF, and that 
AG, = 2 3’ onvention 2 and Proposition 1.1, res c3 < 2. Since CDC(&J 
is not Wbeli have by Proposition 2.22,that res ~,=2 and ~s~~~~~~~~~~). 
Since CDC(0,) is Abelian, and ~7~ E CIX’(G,) - Cen CDC(O,), we have by 
Proposition 2.21 that za = k%, is a projective shearing. 
Now suppose that R,’ and ps2’ are arbitrary. choose e RG4/ in Vz such 
that W,’ # RI’ and R4’ g PI’ u P2’, 2nd a hyperplane in v2 such that 
d’ c P,‘, 42,’ $ P4’ and I?,’ g P4’. Now let L!?d E 8, be a nontrivial projective 
transvection with line R,’ and hyperplane P4’. Now apply the last paragraph 
twice. QED. 
PR~P~~ITI~N 3.3. Suppose Vl and V, are regular wi& n > 5 and m > 5. 
Suppose that A: A, - A, is an isonmphism and that AF, is a projective 
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sheaving for some nontrivial projective shearing OI E A, . Then for any line 
L in V, , 
A(S(L) n A,) = S(L’) n A, 
for a ukque line L’ in V, . 
Proof. If L’ exists, it is unique by Proposition 2.9. We prove existence. 
In view of Definition 2.8 and Proposition 2.19, it is enough to prove the 
following: If ~a E A, is a nontrivial projective transvection or a noninvolutory 
projective dilation, then &, is a projective shearing. 
Put /la, = & . By the hypothesis, we may assume that (or and Zr are non- 
trivial shearings. By Proposition 2.1, q E 1%( V,). Now let Ga E A1 be either a 
nontrivial projective transvection or a noninvolutory projective dilation. 
(1) Suppose q,(R, , R,) f 0. If R, = R, , then AI?‘, is a projective 
shearing by Propositions 2.19 and 2.19a. So suppose that R, # R, . Put 
G = q~a~;ro;~. By Convention 2 and Proposition 1.28, we have res 0 = 2, 
R = R, @ R, and o/R $ RL,(R). By Proposition 2.22, CDC(&) is Abelian 
and CDC(c3) is not Abelian. By Proposition 2.20a, {er , &J C CDC(6). Since 
o # i, , 6, E CDC((s) - Cen CDC(0). Now let /h?, = za and put .Z = 
Z;Za$Z~r. Note that & = 2. By Proposition 1.1, res Z < 2. Since 
CDC(z) is not Abelian, we have by Proposition 2.22, that res .Z = 2 and 
~/R’~RL,(R’).SinceCDC(~~)isAbelianandsince~~,~CDC(~)-CenCDC(~), 
we have by Proposition 2.21 that &a = za is a projective shearing. 
(2) Suppose qI(R, , R,) = 0. Choose a line R, in VI such that 
R, $ RI1 U R,l. If R, is isotropic, let G, Ed, be a nontrivial projective 
transvection with line R, . If R, is anisotropic, let Ga E A, be a noninvolutory 
projective dilation with line R, . Now apply (1) twice. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose V, and V, are regular with n 3 5 and m > 5. 
Suppose that A: A, -+ A, is an isomoqphism. Then foq any line L in V, , 
A(S(L) n A,) = S(L’) n A, 
for a unique line L’ in V, . Moreover, if L is anisotropic then L’ is anisotropic. 
Proof. (1) Suppose V, has anisotropic lines. In view of Propositions 1.19, 
2.19, and 3.3, it suffices to show that /lG, is a projective dilation for any non- 
involutory projective dilation 6, E A, . 
Let 6, E A, be any noninvolutory projective dilation. Note that its line R, 
is anisotropic. Put /lo, = ,& with Z; EI,( V,). Since zr f iv2 , there is a 
line L in V, such that &L # L. Let T E A, be a nontrivial projective shearing - 
with line L. Let fl? = T for T E I,( V,) and put u = order -%-r. By Convention 
2, Propositions 2.3, 1.3, and 1.27, we have res u =2, R, _C R and o/R $ RL,(R). 
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Hence, by Proposition 2.20a, OI E CDC(6) and by Proposition 2.22, 
is not Abelian. Also by Proposition 2.22, CDC(Gr) is Abeiian. 
Put 2 = L’lTL’;lT-l. Note that /‘fe = z. By Convention 2 and Proposi-, 
tion I. I, res Z < 2. Since CDC(z) is not Abelian, we have by Proposition 2.22, 
that res Z: = 2 and Z/R’ # RL,(R’). In particular by Proposition 1.12, 
R’ is not totally degenerate. By Propositions 1.1 and 2.2Oa, T E CDC(~). 
Therefore, 7 E CDC(Z). Since cf # TVI, we have 0, E CD?(O) - Cen CDC(e), 
Hence, 2?, E CDC(2) - C en CDC(L’). Since CDc’(~r) is Abelian, we have 
by Proposition 2.21, that fl5, = zr is a nontrivial projective shearing with 
line, say R,‘. By Proposition 2.20a, R,’ _C W’. 
Since I?, is anisotropic, we may put R = R, I R, for some line R, in VI 1 
Let 5, E Ai be a nontrivial projective shearing with line R, . By Proposition 
2.2Oa, Oe E CDC(~). By Proposition 2&a, GIG2 = G,&, p and by Proposition 
2.19a, CDC(I?~) # CDC(EJ. Put AC, = IT2 . Since AZ, = Zl is a projective 
shearing, we have by Proposition 3.3, that zs E CDL’(~) is a projective 
shearing with line, say I?,‘. By Proposition 2.2Qa, R,’ 
CDC(EJ, we have by Proposition 2.19a that R’ = R -- 
.ZJr we have by Proposition 2.6a that R’ = I?,’ 1 
Now suppose it were possible that LG, = Zr is a projective transvection, 
the definition of 2, Proposition 1.25, and the fact that R’ is not totally 
generate, we have that R’ is regular. But since zr is a projective transvection, 
’ is an isotropic line. The equation RR’ = R,’ 1 Ii,’ is clearly contradicted. 
So LYE?, = & is a projective dilation, and we are done. 
(2) Suppose VI is alternating. By applying (I) to Ail-r, we have that Vz 
is alternating. In particuiar all lines of VI and V2 are isotropic and n > 6 
and m > 6. By Proposition 3.3, therefore, it suffices to show that &, is a 
projective transvection for some nontrivial projective transvection Or E 8, I 
(a) Suppose x(F,) f 2. Let 6, ELI, be any nontrivial projective 
transvection. Since x(Fr) # 2, we have by Convention 2, Propositions I.6 
and 2.2, that Gr2 # iiV, . Put /If?, = Er for Z; E I,,( VJ, By Proposition I. 17, - 
there is a line L in Vz such that q&Z&, L) jr 0. Let T E B, be a nontrivial 
projective transvection with line L. Put 2 = ZrTTz;-rT-r. By Convention 2, 
sitions 1.3 and 1.23a, res Z = 2. By Proposition 1.1, R’ = Z;L @ I.. 
’ is a regular plane. By Propositions i. 12 and i.22, therefore, 
T/R’ $ RL,(R’). By Proposition 2.2Oa, T E CDC(c), and by Proposition 2.22, 
CD?(~) is not Abelian. 
Now let /I,: = T for 7 E I,( V,) and put CJ = ~r~.;%-r. Note that & = z* 
By Convention 2 and Proposition 1.1, res u < 2. Since CDC(O 
Abelian, we have by Proposition 2.22, that res u = 2 and Q/R 6 
By Propositions 1.1 and 2.20a, a, E CDC(I?). Si T E cxyq, -T E cm(a). 
Since 0 f IV, , 6, E CDC(0) - Cen CD?(G). Proposition 2,22, CDC(G;l) 
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is Abelian, so by Proposition 2.21, fle, = zi is a projective shearing. By 
Proposition 1.19, we are done. 
(b) Suppose x(F,) = 2. In view of (2a), we may assume that 
XV*) = 2. 
Note that the restrictions of the “bar” mappings, namely -: 1J Vi) ---f 
P&( Vi) and -: 1,(Va) -+ P&(Va) are isomorphisms. Let G, C In( Vi) be 
the inverse image of 8, and let G, _C 1,J V,) be the inverse image of da . Note 
that all shearings of G, and G, are involutory transvections. Consider Propo- 
sition 2.1, and note that for any line L in Vi , there is a nontrivial transvection 
(T in Gr with R = L. G, has the analogous property. Let /l,: Gi -+ G, be the 
-1 
isomorphism determined by the sequence: Gr < rl, 5 d, -+ G, . 
We first investigate the action of/l, on transvections. We claim that for any 
nontrivial transvection o1 E G, , we have 1 < res /&or < 2. 
Let ui be any nontrivial transvection in G, . Put &a, = Zi . So &a = lV, 
and R,’ C Pi’ by Proposition 1.6. If there is a line L in V, such that 
ps(&L, L) f 0, proceed as in part (a) to show that /lroi is a nontrivial trans- 
vection. (Use the fact that the restricted “bar” mappings are isomorphisms.) 
We may, therefore, assume that q,(ZIL, L) = 0 for all lines L in V, . Now let 
L, be any line in V, withL, $ PI’. By Proposition 1.9, .EIL, # L, , and, hence, 
(Z;L# # L,l. So there is a line L, in V, such that q2(L, , L,) = 0 and 4s (&L, , 
L,) # 0. Put u = L, 1 L, . An easy calculation shows that U + Z;U is a 
regular subspace of V, with dim( U + Z;U) = 4. Now let Tl and Tz be 
transvections in G, with residual spaces L, and L, , respectively, and put 
2s = TIT, . Clearly, Rz’ = L, @L, = U. Now put Z = ZJ&‘;‘Z;‘. By 
Proposition 1.13, R’ = U @ &U. By Proposition 1.12, V, = R’ 1 P’. 
Let &us = 2Ya for ua E Gr and put u = oroa~;%~~. Clearly /&a = .Z. 
Since R’ is regular, J? + lV2 by Proposition 1.15. So u2 f 1 V, . Since 
res u < 2, we have by Propositions 1.15 and 1.25 that R is a regular plane. 
By Propositions 1.10, 1.22, and 1.12, c/R $ RL,(R). By Propositions 1.1 and 
2.20a, ur E CDC(a). Therefore, Zr E CDC(Z). 
Now let WC P’ be any regular plane. Put W = L, @L, with q2(L, , L4) # 0, 
and let T3 and T4 be transvections in G2 with residual spaces L, and L, , 
respectively. Put & = T3T4T;‘T;“. By Proposition 1.14, Za E DC(Z), and 
by Proposition 1.28, R,’ = L, @L, = W. Since YZ’r E CDC(Z), we have 
&W = W by Proposition 1.3. Since q2(Z;L, L) = 0 for all lines L in W, we 
have by Propositions 1.15 and 1.21, that Zi/ W = 1 w . Therefore, Xl/P’ = 
I,, and Z;R’ = R’. Since Zi2 = 1 V, , and R’ is regular, we have by Proposi- 
tion 1.15 that res X1 < 2. So the claim is proved. 
We now complete the proof. It suffices to show that /l,or is a transvection 
for some nontrivial transvection (or E Gi . For if this is shown, then clearly, 
&, E d, and 5, E d, are nontrivial projective transvections and we are done. 
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Refer to Section 4 of [S]. First note the differences in the notation. For 
cr E b),(V) with i3 = lV i O’Meara’s P and N are our B;” and P, respectively, 
and B’Meara’s ind 0 is our res D. Now consider [g, 4.14 and 4,151. It is a 
straightforward matter to verify that the statements and proofs are v&d for 
our groups 6, and G, ~ (Only obvious modifications are necessary.) Kow 
modify the proof of 4.17 of [S] to show that there is a nontrivial transvection 
o1 E Gr such that Ara, is a transvection. Q.E.D. 
4. THE I~OM~RPHISMS BETWEEN GROUPS WHICH EIAVE ENOUGH 
PROJECTIVE SHEARIKGS 
Throughout Section 4, V, will be an n-dimensional linear or regujar 
reflexive space and A, will be a subgroup of Pl,(V,) which has enough projec- 
tive shearings with respect to VI . Similarly, t/:L will be an m-dimensional 
hnear or regular reflexive space and A, will be a subgroup of dsI,( a/,) whi.ch 
has enough projective shearings with respect to Va D 
A. The dsomorphisms 5g and Fb 
Suppose that there exists a semilinear isomorphism g from V, onto V2 
Refer to [5] for the basic properties of these mappings. We define the map 
CD,: GL,( V,) +- GL,( V,) by the equation cD~(cT) = gqg-l for ail 0 in GL,( VJ. 
It is easily verified that (p, is a group isomorphism. 
Now suppose that there exists a semilinear isomorphism h from TJZ onto 
V,‘. Then the map ?Ph: GL,(Vl) + GL,(V,) defined by Yb(~) = kz-%h 
for all cs in GL,( V,) is a group isomorphism. 
T;or G in GL,(VJ we need to know the fixed and residual spaces of cD~(~), 
6, and Ylt(~). These are listed in Table I. 
Residual space Fixed space 
De&e Gg: PGL,( V,) + PGL,(V,) by $g(6) = G,(o). Since @g takes 
RI&( VI) onto EC,( V,), it is clear that @, is a group isomorphism. 
Similarly, Ph: PGL,( VI) -+ PGL,(V,), defined by ‘Fh(6) = ms is a 
group isomorphism. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose n 2 3 and m 3 3. Suppose there exist semi- 
linear isomorphisms g, and g, both from V, onto V, . Then 
Proof. It suffices to show that 
Let L be any line in V, , and choose a nontrivial projective shearing 
0 E A, with R = L. Since sO1(G) = Gg&G), G,,(u) = 01@Ju) for 01 ~fia . 
By Convention 2 and Proposition 1.22, a: = 1. Therefore, @ghlgl(u) = 
a;21 0 D,,(u) = u. Hence, by Table I gilgl(L) = L. Since L was an arbitrary 
line in V, , it is clear that g;‘g, E RL,( VJ. In particular Qsl = Qsz . Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose n > 3 and m > 3. Suppose there exist semi- 
linear isomorphisms h, and h, both from V, onto V,‘. Then 
Proof. It suffices to show that 
Put g = h,‘h, . Clearly, g is a semilinear isomorphism of Vz onto V, . 
Since h,gpl = h, , Y&, = Q9 . Yhl . Now let L be any line in V, . Choose 
a hyperplane N in V, such that h,L = Ho, and let (T E A, be a nontrivial 
projective shearing with P = H. Since yhl(ci) = Fhz(6), Yh,(u) = cY~,(u) 
for some 01 ups . By Convention 2 and Proposition 1.22, 01 = 1, so Yhl(u) = 
Ds 0 Yhl(u). By Table I, Yhl(u) has residual space L. Therefore, gL = L. 
Hence, g E RL,(Vz) and Ylh, = Yh, . Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Suppose VI and V, are linear with n 3 3 and m 3 3. 
Suppose that there exist semi&ear isomorphisms g from V, onto V, and h from 
V, onto VI’. Then $,/A, # Y,/A, . 
Proof. Take nontrivial projective transvections ‘3r and ez in A, with 
R, = R, and PI # Pz . Assume that G,/A, = FJA, . So cD~(uJ = aYh(ul) 
and @s(uz) = PYJu,) for 01 and ,6 in@s . By Convention 2 and the definitions 
of@, and yh , @g(ul), @A4 yd4, and y~(4 are all nontrivial transvections. 
So by Proposition 1.22, 01 = /3 = 1. But @c(~J and @,(uz) have the same 
residual space; whereas, Y,(u,) and Yh(aJ do not. This is a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
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DEFINITION 4.4. Suppose g is a semilinear isomorphism from V, onto 
V, . We say that g preserves orthogonality, if for any x and y in VI ) qr(x, y) = 
0 - %?cP> iTY> = 0. 
PROPQXTION 4.5. Suppose Vl and V, are regular with n > 2 and m 3 2. 
Let g be a semilinear isomorphism from V, onto V, with res$ect to the jield 
~son~o~~h~s~n p from Fl onto F, . Suppose that g preserves orthogonaEity. Then 
(i) There exists a E p2 such that qJgx,gy) = ~q~(x,y)~~ for all x andy 
i?z. Vl , 
(ii) * 2 = p 0 *I 0 p-1, 
(iii) @,/In( V,): In( V,) -+ &( V2) and ~Jfp71( VI): PP,( Vl) + PIJ V2) 
are isomorphisms. 
Proof. Let x and y be arbitrary vectors in V, with y f 0 and choose z 
in V, such that ql(z, y) = 1. If x’ = x - ql(x, y)z, then gl(x’, y) = 0, 
Therefore, q&x’, gy) = 0, and, hence, dgx, gy) = ql(x, yY%Lw gy), 
Put a~, = q2(gz, gy). Sinceg preserves orthogonality, cly does not depend on z. 
Now let w be a nonzero vector in V, with w # y. e have qdgx, .a> = 
dx, Y)~, s&x, gw) = a,ql(x, w)” and qdgx, g( y - w)> = +-wql(x, Y -. ~9)~. 
additivitp, we have that ql(x, y)u(a, - au-J = ql(x, ~)~~(a, - o+J for 
all x in V, ~ If F1 y # Flw, we have immediately that 01~ = all-w = 01~ . 
If Fl y = Flw, choose G in V, , with v # 0 such that F,v # Fl y. Then by 
the above argument 01~ = cl, and 01% = cyu . So agairi clu = 01~~. Hence, 01~ 
is independent of y. This proves (i). 
We now prove (ii). Let /3 E Fl be arbitrary. We have 
and 
Since 01 # 0, ** 0 ,p = p 0 *1. 
It remains to prove (iii). Let 0 be any element in 1J VJ. We first show that 
Q,(D) E I,( V,). Let x and y be arbitrary vectors in V, y We have: 
In particular, @),(a) E Im,( V,). By considering Qp,-l I we get that Qg/Jn(s/z): 
I,( V,) --j. Im(V2) is an isomorphism. It is clear from the definition of @q 
that the mapping GJPm( V,): PI%( V,) ---t PIJ a/,) is’ also a group isomor- 
phism. 
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B. The Isomorphisms between A, and A, 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Suppose n > 3. Let y: A, + PGL,(VJ be a mono- 
morphism such that 9(&‘(L) n A,) _C S(L) for all lines L in V1 . Then y is the 
identity on A, . 
Proof. Let 6 E A, be arbitrary. Let L be any line in V, , and choose 
? E S(L) n A, with ? # i, . Clearly, Z+? E S(oL) n A, . By the hypothesis, 
31~ E S(L) and v(&-~) E S(oL). Now let ~6 = z and vi: = T. Since --- 
TE S(L), we have that ZTZ-* E S(zIL). Since ~(O?Z-l) = z’T.Z-I, we have 
crL = ZL. But L was arbitrary, so 6 = 2. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.7. Suppose V, is an n-dimensional linear OY regular rejexive 
space with n > 5, and A, is a subgroup of PI,( V,) which has enough projective 
shearings with respect to V, . Similarly, suppose V, is an m-dimensional linear 
OY regular reJEexive space with m > 5, and A, is a subgroup of PI,( V,) which 
has enough projective shearings with respect to V, . Suppose further that A: 
A, + A, is an isomorphism. Then, 
(1) If V, is linear, then V, is linear and there exists a unique Gg: 
PGL,( V,) + PGL,( V,) OY (exclusive) a unique Fh: PGL,( V,) -+ PGL,( V,), 
such that A = Gg/A1 OY A = F,JAl . 
(2) If V, is qegulaq, then V, is regular and there exists a unique 65s: 
PGL,( V,) + PGL,( V,) such that $JPI,( V,): PIJ VJ -+ PI,( V,) is an 
isomorphism and A = $JA, . The semilinear isomorphism g from V, onto V, 
and the associated$eld isomorphism p from F1 onto F, further satisfy: 
(i) There exists 01 E I;‘, such that q2(gx, gy) = oql(x, y)” for all x and y 
in V, , and 
(ii) *a = p 0 t1 0 y-l. 
Proof. Let p1 and 9a be the sets of lines of V, and V, , respectively, and 
let s1 and 2s be the sets of hyperplanes of V, and V, , respectively. 
(1) Suppose V, is linear. By Proposition 3.2, Va is linear. We first 
prove that the correspondence ’ : Z1 v Z1 --t Zz u ~6s defined in Proposi- 
tion 3.1 is a bijection with the following properties: 
(i) (X _C Y or Y C X) + (X’ C Y’ or Y’ Z X’) for any X and Y 
in 5?i u 2% , and 
(ii) Z1’ = 9a and %i = 8’; or 9: = -y1”2 and 2; = 5?a . 
That ’ is onto and one-to-one is clear by considering the ’ produced by A- l. 
We now prove (i). Let (X, Y} C JE1 U Sl. Suppose X _C Y. If X = Y, 
we clearly have X’ C Y’. So suppose X ,C Y. So X E AiZx and YE %I . By 
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Proposition 2.12, there is a nontrivial projective transvection G ~5~ with 
= X and P = Y, such that c = +.?p~;l~~l, where On and cf, are nontrivial 
ojective transvections in 5, . In view of Propositions 3.1 and 1.20, it is clear 
that 5, is a projective transvection. Since 6 E S(X) n SjU> IT A, 1 
56 E S(X’) n S(Y7’) by Proposition 3.1. Since X f Y, x’ # I(‘. So one of X’ 
or Y’ must be the line of ArS and the other the hgperplane. In particular, 
X’ _C Y’ or Y’ _C x’. Proceed similarly if Y C X. By considering 5-l; 
we have (i). 
We now prove (ii). Suppose there exists X1 E Z1 such that Xi’ E Za . Kow 
let X E 9r be arbitrary. We show that X’ E gz ~ Choose YE cFr such that 
Xr j X _C Y. Since X, g Y and since X,’ is a line, we have by (i), that Y’ is 
a hyperpiane. Since X 2 Y, we have by (i), that x’ g Y’. So X’ E J?a ~ In 
particular, 9r’ _C L.Zz . Similarly, .&’ _C A?? . So 9r’ = Tz and x1’ = si . 
Pf there exists X r E .L?r with X1’ E %a , proceed in similar manner to show that 
Z1’ = ,ez and Zr’ = Zz. We have, therefore, proved (ii). 
Suppose that ‘: 9r w Pr -+ LTz u S2 satisfies P1’ = L?$ and ,fr’ = Pa . 
Lse the fundamental theorem of projective geometry (e.g. [13, Lemma 4.41) 
to obtain a semilinear isomorphism g from V, onto V, such that gL = L.’ 
for all L E 9r . Consider 5;” 0 A: 5, + PGL,(Vr). By Proposition 4.6, we 
have that A = $J,io, . We, therefore, have the existence of the required Gg 
by Proposition 4.1. 
Proceed similarly if ’ satisfies 9r’ = %s and #r’ = gz : to obtain the 
existence of a semilinear isomorphism k from Vz onto Vr’ such that A = pfi/BI ~ 
The uniqueness of F* is assured by Proposition 4.2. Now appIy Proposition 4.3 
to complete the proof of (1). 
(2) Suppose Vr is regular. By Proposition 3.2, Vs is regular. We first 
show that the correspondence ’ : Y; --f 6pz defined in roposition 3.4 is a 
bijection with the following properties: 
(i) qr(kr , L;) = 0 e q2(L1’, E,‘) = 0, and 
(ii) L, _C L, + L, oL,’ _C L,’ + L3’, for any L, , L, , and 15, in PI I 
That ‘ is onto and one-to-one is clear by considering the ‘ map produced 
by 44-i. 
We prove (i). It suffices to show that qp(L1’, Lz’) = 0 for any L, and k, in 
A?r with ql(Li , L,) = 0. If L, = E, , then L, is isotropic and L,’ = La’. By 
Proposition 3.4, L,’ must be isotropic, so q&L,‘, LPI) = 0. Suppose L, f L, n 
Choose 6,, E S(LJ n A, and 0, E S(L,) n A, with til # 1, and c2 # TV1 L 
y Proposition 2.6a, @e = G& . By the definition of ‘, we have 
56, E S(L,‘) n 5, and Aa, E S(L,‘) CI A, . Since (AG1)(A&J = (&,)(&,j 
and E,’ # L2’, we have by Proposition 2&a, that qa(E,‘, L2’) -= 0. 
We now lorove property (ii). It is enough to show that k, L L, + L, * 
L,’ C L,’ + La’, for any L, , L, , and L, in A?1 . So let L, , L, and L, be in L?r 
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and suppose L, C L, + L, . We may assume that L, , L, and L, are all distinct. 
Assume L,’ g L,’ + L,‘. So there exists a line L,’ in -Eo, with qJL,‘, L,‘) = 0, 
q&‘, k’) = 0 but q&‘, &‘I # 0. So by (9, c&h , L,) = 0, a(L, , L3) = 0 
and ql(L, , L,) f 0. This clearly contradicts the fact that L, CL, + L, . 
Therefore, L,’ _C L,’ + L,‘. 
Now apply the fundamental theorem of projective geometry to obtain a 
semilinear isomorphism g from VI onto V, such that gL = L’ for all L in 2Pl . 
It is clear that g preserves orthogonality. Proceed as in (1) to obtain a Gg such 
that fl = 6J0, . Now apply Propositions 4.1 and 4.5. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The existence of a 5,: PGL,( VI) -+ PGL,(VJ implies by 
definition the existence of a semilinear isomorphism from VI onto V, with 
associated field isomorphism from Fr onto Fz . An analogous statement holds 
for Fh. Theorem 4.7, therefore, not only characterizes the isomorphism fl 
but also gives the exact relationships between the reflexive spaces V, and V, . 
C. Isomorphisms Involving the Nonprojective Groups 
THEOREM 4.8. Suppose V, is an n-dimensional linear OY regular reflexive 
space with n 3 5, and G1 is a subgroup of I,( V,) such that PG, is a subgroup 
of PIn( V,) which has enough projective shearings with respect to V, . Similarly, 
suppose V, is an m-dimensional linear or regular reflexive space with m 3 5, 
and G, is a subgroup of I,( V,) such that PG, is a subgroup of PIm( V,) which has 
enough projective shearings with respect to V, . Suppose further that A: G1 + G, 
is an isomorphism. Then, 
(1) If V, is linear, then V, is linear and there exists a unique homomorphism 
x from G, into p2 and either 
(i) a unique a,: GL,( V,) -+ GL,(VJ such that Au = x(g) . a,(u) 
fey all u E G1 , OY (exclusive) 
(ii) a unique Yh: GL,(V,) + GL,(V.J such that Aa = x(o) * Y,(u) 
for all (T E G, . 
(2) If V, is regular, then V, is regular and there exist a unique homo- 
morphism x from G1 into {a ~8’~ 1 a01*~ = l} and a unique Qg’,: GL,(.&) + 
GL,(V.J such that 
AU = X(U) - D,(U) for all u E G1 . 
The semilinear isomorphism g from V, onto V, and the associated Jield isomor- 
phism p from F1 onto F, further satisfy: 
(9 7% eye exists 01 E pz such that q,(gx, gy) = olql(x, y)” for all x and y zn v 
1 , and 
(ii) *2 = p 0 hl 0 p-l. 
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Proof. It follows immediately from Proposition 2.13 that Cen Gi = 
Gi A RL,(V,) and Cen 6, = 6, n RL,(p;/,). NOW define A: PGl + PG2 
by A(5) = A(o) for all CT E Gr . Since .A(G, r\ RL,(k/l)) = G, n RE,(V,), 
d is well defined. It is easily checked that 2 is an isomorphism from 
onto PG, . 
(1) Suppose V, is linear. By Theorem 4.7 we have that Va is linear a.nd 
that there exists an isomorphism D,: GL,(V,) + GL,(VJ or (exclusive) an 
isomorphism “u,: GL,(VJ + GL,(VJ such that either d = $JPG, or 
/PC, . The @‘s or u”, obtained is unique by Propositions 4.1 or 4.2. 
Assume that ,?i = GJPGi . So A(6) = 6,(e) for all u E Gi I Hence 
m = @,(a) for all (3 E Gi . We, therefore, have that AO = x(c) . Qjg(~) 
for all B E Gi and some x(cr)~pa. Since A and Qg are isomorphisms, 2: Gi -$z 
is a homomorphism. Since @,, is unique, x is unique. Proceed si.milarIy 8 
if = F,JPG, . 
(2) Suppose Vl is regular. By Theorem 4.7 we have that Vz is regular an - - 
there exists a @,: GL,( Vl) + GL,( V.J such that .A = @,/PG1 . The semilinear 
isomorphism g satisfies the required properties. The (p, is unique by Proposi- 
tion 4.1. Sow proceed as above to obtain that AU = x(o) * G),(g) for all D E G1 r 
where x is a (unique) homomorphism from Gi into @a . Since g preserves 
orthogonality, QQ(cr) E Im,( Vz) f or all o E G1 , by Proposition 4.5 (iii). Therefore 
x(c) 1 rzz E J,( Va) for al2 u E Gi . In particular, x(G,) _C {a ~@a j FL&Z = l>* 
QED, 
5. EXAMPLES OF GROUPS WHICK HAVE ENOUGH PROJECTIVE SHEARINGS 
Let V be an n-dimensional linear or regular reflexive space. Denote the 
fixed field of JF by F’. Denote the group I,(V) n SL,( V) by ln+( Y)~ If W and G 
are groups with G > H, we always understand that H has the induced struc- 
ture. 
A. The Groups over Fields 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose V is a linear rejexive space w&Jz n > 3. Let 
be any group such that PIn+( V) _C A C PIn( V). Thezz A has enough pYo,iective 
earizgs with respect to V. 
Boof. Apply 2.1 of [I 11. .E.D. 
Remmk. Recall that any n-dimensional vector space V can be made into 
a linear reflexive space in a trivial way and that In(V) = GL,(V) in this case. 
rticular in the above proposition, PI,+(V) = PSL,(V) and PI,JV) = 
00 
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PROPOSITION 5.2. Suppose V is a regular alternating space with n 3 3. 
Then Pl,+( V) = PIn( V) has enough projective shearings with respect o V. 
Proof. It is well known thatI,( V) =In+( V) in this case. Refer to Section 5.3 
of [4] for example. Now use basic facts about symplectic transvections. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. Refer to [5, Section 3, Chapitre IV, p. 981, and note that the 
group Sp, admits exceptional automorphisms when the underlying field 
is perfect of characteristic 2. This shows that the bound on the dimensions 
in Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 cannot be lowered in general. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Suppose that Vis a regular Hermitian space with * a 
nontrivial involution and n 3 3. Then PI%(V) h as enough projective shearings 
.with respect o V. If Card F’ 3 272, then any group A such that PI,+(V) C A _C 
P&(V) has enough projective shearings with respect o V. 
Proof. Let L be any anisotropic line in V and put V = L _L LA. It is a 
straightforward consequence of Hilbert’s Theorem 90, that 
Cardtar E F 1 0101* = l} = CardF’ + 1. 
So choose 01 EF with olol* = 1 and 01~ # 1. If CardF’ 3 2n, assume that 
o~~~#l.Seto=.~l,~l~~. It is clear that (T E I,(V). Using Proposition 2.2, 
we have that Z is a noninvolutory projective dilation in PIn( V) with line L. 
If a2n # 1, then (6)” is a noninvolutory projective dilation with line L. We 
assert that (G)n E PI,+(V). Note that (6)” = ol-iun = @-llL J- orllL~. 
Since ~?-il, _L ol-il,~ is in I%+(V), we have that (6)” E PI,+(V). If V is 
anisotropic we are done. So assume that V has isotropic lines. 
Let L be any isotropic line of V. Let a be any vector in L with 01 f 0, and 
let 01 be any element inF with 01 + 01 * = 0. Now define the element u by the 
equation u(z) = x + 014(x, a)a for all x in V. It is easy to verify that 0 is a 
nontrivial transvection in In+(V) with residual space L. It is, therefore, clear 
that 0 is a nontrivial projective transvection in PI%+(V) with line L. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. Suppose that V is a nonalternating regular reflexive space with 
n 3 3 and that x is the identity automorphism of F. Note that V contains 
anisotropic lines. It is a trivial matter to show that any projective dilation in 
PI,(V) is an involution. In particular no subgroup of Pin(V) has enough 
projective shearings with respect to V. 
We also point out the following: If V is any n-dimensional linear or regular 
reflexive space with n 3 3, then there is an n-dimensional linear or 
regular reflexive space, say V, , such that V, satisfies the hypothesis of 
one of Propositions 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 or of the remark above and such that 
I,( V,) = I,(V). Refer to Section 6, Chapitre I of [5]. 
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- The Groups over Integral Domains 
Let n be any integral domain with quotient field F. Let M 
o-module on V. Refer to Section 1 of [7] and to Sections 21, 22 and 81 of [&I 
for the definitions and properties of integral and fractional ideals and bounded 
modules. In particular recall that FM = V, and that the coe@icient t, of a 
nonzero vector x in V is the fractional ideal c, = (a EF / cxx E iv>. Kate that 
C.&x = 1M n Fx. 
We now define the integral reflexive groups and their congruence subgroups, 
efer to [IO], [12], and [I4]. 
GL,(M) = (a E GL,( V) j ulkf = M), SLn(M) = GL,(n/l) n se,(v), 
I,(M) = ~LL(W f-l L(V) and I~ylq = SL,(M) n r,(Y). 
We denote by TX,(M) the group generated by the transvections in SL,(M) 
and by Tin(M) the group generated by the transvections in I,L(M). 
Xow let a be an integral ideal of o, i.e., a fractional ideai with respect to o 
that satisfies 0 $ a _C o. For any such a the reflexive congruence groups are 
defined in the following way: 
GL,(M; a) = (cr E GL,(M) / (a - I y)M _C aM), 
SL,(M; a) = GL,(M; a) n SL,(M), 
In(lU; a) = I%(M) n GL,(M; a), and In+(M; a) -= I,(M) I-I SL,(M; a)~ 
We denote by TL,(M; a) the group generated by the transvections of 
SL,(lq a) and by TI,(M; a) the group generated by the transvections of 
.r,+pI; a). 
We find that TL,(M; a) C SL,(M; a) C GL,(M; ~1) are normal subgroups 
of GL,(M). 
SimilarIy, TI%(M, a) C I,+(M, a) C In(l’e a) are normal subgroups cf 
I,(M). Note that 
GL,(M; o) = GL,(M), SL,@6; o) = SL,(fiF), TL,(llq 0) = TL,(M), 
and 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let D be any integraldomak with q~ot~e~t~eld~” Su$pose 
V is a .&ear rejexive space ovey F with n > 3. Let M be a bounded Q-modzde 
a% V and let Q be any integral ideal of D. Suppose A is any group with 
PTIJM; a) C A _C PIm(V). Then A has enough projective dzearings with 
respect to V. 
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Proof. Let L be any line and H any hyperplane in V with L _C H. We must 
find a nontrivial projective transvection 6 in A such that R = L and P = H. 
Choose a nonzero vector 6 in L and a nonzero linear functional p in Ho. 
By Section 1 of [7], we have that p(M) is a fractional ideal with respect to 0, 
and that there is a nonzero a! in o such that orp(M) C ac, . Now define u by the 
equation u(x) = x + olp(x)b for all x in I’. Clearly alp(M) _C acb * ap(M)b C 
all4 2 0 E GL,(M; a). By Definition 1.18, we have that u is a nontrivial 
transvection with R = L and P = H. By Proposition 1.20, we have that 
0 E TL,(M; a). Since Y is linear, I,(V) = GL,( V). Therefore, TL,(M; a) = 
TIJM; a). Therefore, 6 is a nontrivial projective transvection in PTIJM; a) 
withR=LandP=H. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Recall that any n-dimensional vector space V can be made into 
a linear reflexive space in a trivial way, and that In(V) = GL,( V) in this case. 
In particular in the above proposition, PTI,(M; a) = PTL,(M; a), 
PI,+(M; a) = PSL,(M; a) and PIJM; a) = PGL,(M; a). 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let o be any integral domain with quotient field F. 
Suppose V is a regular alternating space ovey F with n > 3. Let M be a bounded 
o-module on V, and let a be any integral ideal of o. Suppose A is any group with 
PTI,(M; a) C A C PI,(V). Then A has enough projective shearings with 
respect to V. 
Proof. Let L be any line in V. Since V is alternating, L is isotropic. We 
must find a nontrivial projective transvection o E A with R = L. Choose a 
nonzero vector b in L. By Section 1 of [7], we have that q(b, M) is a fractional 
ideal with respect to o, and that there is a nonzero 01 in o, such that olq(b, M) C 
QCB - Now define 0 by U(X) = x + olq(b, x)b for all x in V. It is clear that 
aq(b, M) C acb 3 aq(b, M)b _C aM * G E GL,(M; a). Refer to Section IA 
of [8]. We obtain that 0 is a transvection in 1,(V). It is clear that R = L. By 
Proposition 1.20, therefore, 6 is a nontrivial projective transvection in 
PTIJM; a) with R = L. Q.E.D. 
We turn now to the integral projective unitary groups and their congruence 
subgroups. It becomes apparent immediately that these groups contain 
enough projective shearings only if the underlying domain has enough units 
of “norm one.” Certain arithmetic domains satisfy this condition. We begin 
our investigation with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let o be any integral domain with quotient field F, and let V 
be a linear or regular rejlexive space over F. Let M and N be bounded o-modules 
on V and let a be any integral ideal of o. Then there is an integral ideal b of D 
such that I,(N; 6) C I,(M; a). 
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Proof. By 1.2 of [7] there is a nonzero CI EF such that A.4 C N, 
It is clear that I,(olM; a) = In(M, a). We may, therefore, assume that 
M C N. Again by 1.2 of [7] there exists an integral ideal 5 for which 
bN C (PM C M C N. For any Q in I,(M; 6) we have (0 - 1,)N C bN _C aMI 
hence, (0 - lV)M _C all&. In particular 44 C M. Since P,(PJ; 6) is a group, 
OM = M. Therefore, c EI,(M; a). QED. 
e henceforth restrict our attention to the rings of integers determined 
by certain sets of spots on local or global fields. 
we shall use the definitions, notation and results of [6 
II, and III} without further introduction. 
ing these concepts, 
articdar chapters 1; 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let F be a local$eEd equipped with an ~~to~o~~~~s~ x o$ 
order 2. Let V be a regular Hermitian space over F (with respect to *> with rz > 3, 
Let D be the ring of integers of F, let a be an integral ideal of D, and let M be a 
bounded o-module on V. Suppose A is anygrou? with PI,+(M; a) c A L P&( VI. 
Then L?i has enough projective shearings with respect to V. 
Proof. Let 6, be any line in V. We must produce a nontrivial projective 
shearing 6 E d with R = L and 3 # !i, ifL is anisotropic. IfL is isotropic it 
is a simple matter to modify the proofs of Propositions 5.3 and 5.5 to obtain 5. 
So assume that L is anisotropic. We claim that it suffices to prove the 
fohowing: For any integral ideal b of n, there exists a unit E E o sir& that 
EE* = I, + f 1 and E- 1~6. 
Suppose that this is shown. Put N = oxI 1 ‘.. 1 ox, , where Fjc, = L 
and Fx2 i ... _L Fx, = Ll. By Lemma 5.6, there is an integral ideal, say 6, 
of o such that I,(N; b) C IJM, a). Choose a unit E E D, with EE* = i, 
ezn # 1 and E - 1 E 6. Put Z = ~1~ 1 1,~. Clearly ZGIJiV). We also have 
(2 - I y)M = (6 - 1) oxI _C bx, _C bN. Therefore, Z E In(N; 5). By a similar 
argument ~1, E&(N; 6). Now consider the element cr = e4Zn. It is imme- 
diate that CT E I,‘(N; b). Since c2n # 1,3 + i, . In particular G E PIn+(2a/p; aj 
is a noninvolutory projective shearing with line& and we are done. 
We now establish the initial claim. Denote by u the group of units of O, 
by the spot on F, and by j IP a fixed valuation in Denote by o’ the ring 
of integers of F’ determined by the spot induced by . By 161 of [S] 0’ is a 
ete valuation ring. 
e first show that (c E u 1 GE* = 1) is an infinite set. Choose a normal 
basis for the F’-vector space F, i.e., a basis of the form (8, @I*>. Choose an 
infinite ideal c of D’ with the property that 1 X0 /p < 1 and 1 A@” 1~ < 2, 
for ali h E c. Let X be any element in c, and put E = (I + X0*)(1 f h@)-r, 
Clearly EE* = 1 and by the principle of domination E E II. Since c is infinite 
and 8 and Ox linearly independent, (c E u j EC* = I> is an inf.nite set. 
We complete the proof of the claim. Let b be any integral ideal of O. 
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32~5 of [6], b = ‘$3’ for some integer Y > 0. Let E E u be arbitrary. By 63:8(l) 
of [6] (the proof goes through unaltered for local fields of characteristic 2) 
there is an integer s, independent of the choice of E, such that es - 1 E 6. 
Since (6 E u. 1 GE* = l} is infinite, we may choose E E u with EE* = 1 such 
that (G)~~ f 1. Q.E.D. 
We now let F be any global field equipped with an automorphism * of 
order 2. We let F’ be the fixed field of t. It is clear that F’ is a global field. 
It is an easy consequence of [16, Proposition 15, p. 1581 that there are infinitely 
many spots p on F’ with the property that there exist two distinct spots q 
and $3’ on F both of which divide p. We now consider any Dedekind set of 
spots S on F with the property that there exist two distinct spots !jI and ‘$Y 
outside S which induce the same spot on F’, and prove the analog of 
Proposition 5.7 for the ring o(S). 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let F be a globaljeld equipped with an automorphism * 
of order 2. Let ‘$3 and $7 be distinct spots on F which induce the same nontrivial 
spot p on F’, and let S be any Dedekind set of spots on F not containing !@ and VP’. 
Let V be a regular Hermition space ovey F (with respect to *) with n > 3, let 
o = o(S), let a be any integral ideal of o, and let M be a bounded o-module on V. 
Suppose A is any group with PI,+(M; a) C A C PI%(V). Then A has enough 
projective shearirzgs with respect to V. 
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 5.7, it suffices to prove the following: 
For any integral ideal b of o, there exists a unit E E o such that GE* = 1, 
c2n # 1 and E - 1 E 6. This we now do. 
Let u = u(S). We first produce an E in u of infinite order such that EE* = 1. 
Denote by &? the set of all nontrivial spots on F, by U the set of all nontrivial 
spots onF’, and by S’ the set of spots on F’ induced by the spots in S. By 16: 1 
and 33:12 of [6], we have that S’ is a Dedekind set of spots on F’. Now 
let T’ be a set of discrete spots with the property that s’ C T’ _C J2’, p E 9’ - T’ 
and Sz’ - T’ is finite. Let T _C S be the set of spots such that T I/ T’. So 
S _C T, Q - T is finite, ‘$ E .CJ - T and ‘$Y E Q - T. Applying the Dirichlet 
unit Theorem (e.g. [6, 33: IO]) to F, .G’, T and u(T) and again to F’, r;2’, T’ and 
u( T’), we obtain a 6 E u(T) such that Si $ u( T’) for any integer i. By 15:6 of [6], 
SS* is in u(T’), hence, E = 6-i8* is in u(T). It is clear that EC* = 1 and that E 
has infinite order. Since o(T) _C o(S), E E U. 
Now let b be any integral ideal of o and let b = Cpp ... !j32 be its factoriza- 
tion into distinct primes. Fix a valuation 1 1 in !& and a prime element pi of F 
at ‘!j3i . Applying 32:4 and 63:8(l) of [6] (the proof of the latter proposition 
goes through unchanged for local fields of characteristic 2) to Fql and rn%, , 
we obtain the existence of an integer s 3 0, such that es E 1 + n$ . By 
13:4 of [6], -I is also a prime element of Frp 1 at ‘$Ji . Hence, 1 es - 1 / = 
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I TP I T1~ In particular by p. 49 and 22:1 of [6], es - i E 
and repeat a similar argument for the factor 
for some integer i 3 0. Since E is of infinite order we are done. 
PRQPQSITIO~ 5.8a. Let F be an algebraic number $eld and suppose * is LER 
~~to~~~p~~~~n ofF of order 2. Suppose F’ is not totally real if F is totally complex. 
Let Vbe a regular Hermitian space 0ver.F (with respect to *) with n 3 3. Let S 
be any Dedekizd set of spots on F, let D = o(S), let a be any &egral ideal of O, 
and let M be a bounded o-module on V. Suppose A is any group zoith P6,+(M; a) C 
A C PITz(V). Then A has enough projective shearings with respect to F/‘ 
Pyoof. By hypothesis there exists an archimedean spot on F such that 
F, =F,, ’ i.e., such that the local degree of the extension 
Now apply 15:3 of [6] and Proposition 5.8. 
PROPOSTION 5.8b. Let F = Q(dllz) where d is an integer without sqtiare 
f actors.% .4ssnme d f - 1, -3. Let V be a regular ~ey~~~t~a~ space over F 
(with respect to the nontrivial involution * in ) with PI. > 3. Let o be the 
Gtig of integers of F, let a be any integTa1 i I’ and kt M be a b5~~~ed 
o-module on P. Suppose A is any group with PI,+(M; a> C A C Pin(M). Then A 
has enough projective shearings if, and only if, d > 
Proof. If d > 0 apply Proposition 5.8a. So suppose d < 0 and d j; -1, 
-3. It is well known that o is a Dedekind domain and that the group of units 
of 0 is (*I). 
Let R be any anisotropic line of V and let 0 be any nontrivial shearing in 
P&(M) with line R. By Convention 2, CJ is a nontrivial shearing in IJ V) w&h 
residual space R. By Proposition 1.12 and the fact that R is anisotropic, we 
have 5 = al, J- lp for some 01 EP. Since G E PIJiM), B5 is in I,(M) for some 
p ~8. Put Z = PO and let x be any characteristic vector of .Z with charac- 
teristic root h. Since ZM = AI, we have 
C,X = M n FX = Z(M n Fx) = hc,x. 
In particular Xc, = c, . Since o is Dedekind we have h E o. Doing the same 
thing for Z-l, we get h-l E o. In particular h = $1. Therefore, Z:” = 1 V ‘ 
Hence, CT is an involution. Q.E.D. 
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